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Abstract 

 

 

Nowadays more and more electricity consumers are transformed into prosumers by the 

installation of different kinds of distributed energy resources (DER) such as photovoltaic 

(PV) generation elements, wind turbines, electric vehicles (EV) and storage elements. The 

prosumers gain from increasing cost-effectiveness and the opportunity to be self-

empowered. However, the constantly growing amount of renewable DER with its 

intermittent nature leads to the new challenges in the distribution grid; network congestion 

is among them. In order to face these problems, the concepts of DER scheduling such as 

microgrids, virtual power plants (VPP), aggregators, and energy communities (one of the 

arising control paradigms) should be presented. Energy communities provide the abilities 

for both individual and collective optimization of the energy of the prosumers, which 

correspond for the peak shaving and network congestion management, respectively. The 

main objective of the thesis is to show and analyze the difference between these two types 

of optimization goals.  

 

Individual and collective types of optimization are simulated in the Python-based 

Pandapower environment. The results are presented as a visualization of the effectiveness of 

the grid indicators from which one can see that the network congestion management 

(collective optimization) provides more effective utilization of electric energy in the grid.  
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

Abbreviations 

AC  alternating current 

CHP  combined heat and power 

CC  central controller 

CCGT   combined cycle power plant 

СG  centralized generation 

DC  direct current 

DER  distributed energy resources 

DG  distributed generation 

DR  demand response 

DSM  demand side management 

DSO  distribution system operator 

EMS  energy management systems   

EV  electric vehicle 

IoE  Internet of energy 

MC  microsource controllers  

MIMO  multiple input multiple output 

NLF  net load factor 

PCC  point of common coupling 

PV  photovoltaic 

SOC  state of charge 

VF  voltage factor 

VPP  virtual power plants 

WECS  wind energy conversion system 

 

Symbols 

 

𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑡) target power of the storage 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡) power of the load 

𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑡)  power of the EV charging 
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𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡)  power of PV generation 

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡)  power of the storage 

𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑  rated power of the storage 

𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑  rated energy capacity 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 initial amount of stored energy 

∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟  change of the amount of the stored energy during each time step 

η  efficiency according to the charging or discharging state 

𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ  discharging efficiency 

𝜂𝑐ℎ  charging efficiency 

∆𝑡  difference between the time steps 

𝑧(𝑡)  charging/discharging process 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The amount of distributed energy resources (DER) has increased all over the world over the 

past few years. The first DER technologies have appeared decades ago and started to expand 

rapidly as they have opened new perspectives for technical and environmental development 

of electrical systems [1][2]. However, the increasing level of DER penetration that includes 

distributed generation (DG), active loads and energy storages brings new challenges in the 

distribution grid [3]. 

 

The spreading of solar photovoltaic (PV) technology is one of the examples of DER 

penetration. The efficiency of PV systems has been substantially improved over the past 

years while the price of PV systems has decreased.  That is why end-users are investing in 

PV systems and it is one of the most common DER technologies. Figure 1.1 presents solar 

PV global capacity and annual additions from 2008 to 2018. According to Figure 1.1, the 

total global capacity increased from 15 to 505 GW over the past 10 years [4]. In Nordic 

countries with severe climate such as Finland the process of solar power development was a 

little bit delayed but the situation has changed in recent years and PV become a relevant part 

of the generation process (Figure 1.2).  

 

 

Figure 1.1. PV systems capacities in 2008-2018. Adapted from [4]. 
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Figure 1.2. Installed cumulative solar photovoltaic capacity [5]. 

 

Another trend in electricity distribution that should be considered is the increasing number 

of electric vehicles (EVs). Figure 1.3 presents the amount of plug-in EVs sales in Europe 

and the USA during 2012-2018. According to Figure 1.4 the total amount of all-electric 

vehicles in Finland was 4204 cars at the end of 2019.  

 

Figure 1.3. Plug-in EVs sales in Europe and USA during 2012-2018 [6]. 
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Figure 1.4. Proportion of electric vehicles (EVs) in Finland 2015-2019. Adapted from [7]. 

 

DER proliferation exists due to the range of provided opportunities. In [8] main benefits are 

associated with cost-efficiency, reliability, and environmental issues. With the help of DER 

technologies, the electrical energy is utilized through the distribution network in a more 

efficient way and at a lower price. This is due to the flexibility opportunities of distributed 

energy systems, such as scalability of DER units and the ability to utilize different energy 

types and fuels. Moreover, the proximity of DER location to the end-users contributes to the 

reduction of power losses and eliminates the necessity in additional bulk power plants and 

transmission lines. Another issue is when a fault in a central grid occurs the grid is backed 

up using distributed energy resources; energy also could be accumulated in energy storage. 

In this way, DER enhance partial or full energy independence and prevent end-users from 

wide electricity outages. In terms of environmentally friendliness DER benefits in the 

reduction of CO2 emissions as they eliminate transmission losses and often use renewable 

technologies such as solar and wind power [8]. 

 

On the other hand, a constantly growing penetration of DER technologies introduces new 

challenges to the distribution grid in terms of grid stability and reliability (voltage quality 

and congestion problems) [9]. For example, Figure 1.5 presents the weekly loading of a 

transformer station in the rural area in Germany in different years. The mass installation of 

PV systems from 2003 to 2011 resulted in the situation when the amount of generation is 
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much higher than the load itself and there is bidirectional power flow - the power also comes 

in another direction.  It can lead to distribution capacity problem when nominal sizes of 

distribution substation equipment mismatch the volume of power that is put back. Another 

problem is rapid changes in generation connected with the intermittent nature of DER. The 

generation plan of the renewable DER technologies is not constant during a day and depends 

on weather conditions. It leads to voltage quality problems.  

 

 

Figure 1.5. Weekly loading of a transformer station in the rural area of LEW-Verteilnetz 

GmbH in years 2003 and 2011. Adapted from [10].  

 

Electrical vehicles (EV) are another example of a growing impact on the distribution grid. 

The main complexity is an additional demand for electrical energy in certain hours caused 

by mass recharging of EV batteries. It influences overall power demand and provides 

challenges for managing electric systems. Figure 1.6 shows the per-household average 

residential electricity demand for an aggregate where dark blue area represents the household 

power demand and the red area represents the additional power demand caused by charging 

of EVs [11].  
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Figure 1.6. Per-household average residential electricity demand for an aggregate of 200 

sampled households (50% EV market share). Adapted from [11]. 

 

Current trends and challenges in the development of the DER make the role of electricity 

consumers more significant. Nowadays with the help of information technologies consumers 

can become prosumers - consumers who also produce electricity and take active part in 

management of their consumption, generation, and storage. Number of prosumers increases 

from year to year and creates preconditions for coordination of the operation of prosumer 

assets [12].  

 

There are different concepts employed for distributed energy resources scheduling: 

microgrids, virtual power plants and aggregators. One of the concepts that gain popularity is 

energy community or local cooperative with the community-based governance design. 

Energy community is considered to be one of the priority types of aggregation and control 

of DER in Europe as it is stated in the literature sources [13] and can be concluded from the 

considerable quantity of real-world examples (Chapter 2.3.2). 

 

Generally, in energy communities every prosumer is responsible for the optimization of the 

assets individually, but the optimum is achieved by the collective coordination of the 

prosumers [13]. Also, the extra flexibility of the community such as lack and excess of 

electrical energy can be shared within the community or it presents opportunity to exchange 

with system operator or the markets such as ancillary services, system balancing, network 

congestion, wholesale, capacity and spot [9] [14]. Energy community could be presented in 

the local or distributed level; it means that energy community is formed by prosumers within 

certain area or geographically dispersed, respectively. The different concepts, their types and 

examples are presented in the second chapter in detail.   
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1.1 Description of main objectives of the thesis 

 

In this thesis the simulation of dispatch optimization of energy communities for the 

collective provision of network congestion management will be done and its effects on the 

grid will be analyzed in comparison with the individual prosumer peak shaving.  The peak 

shaving case will correspond to the minimization of individual prosumer imported energy 

(individual optimization) while network congestion management case will describe the 

collective decision making (collective optimization) to reduce the imported energy from the 

higher voltage level grid over the considered timesteps.  

 

1.2 Research questions 

 

To accomplish the objectives of the thesis the following research questions are needed to be 

answered: 

• Can the collective optimization strategy be more effective to the management of the 

prosumer resource flexibility for the network peak shaving compared with the 

individual prosumer strategy? 

 

• What is the level of the resources to create the conditions for the network congestion 

and, also, alleviate its effects?  

 

• What are the effects and feasibility of collective dispatch optimization on the network 

congestion? 

 

 

1.3 Research scope 

 

The thesis conclusions of the effects of the collective provision of network congestion 

management and its differences with the individual prosumer peak shaving will be made 

according to the simulation results of the limited grid. The assumptions of the research 

include the idea that the perfect forecast of the passive load consumption and PV generation 

is made in the beginning of the day.  
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1.4 Methodologies 

 

To accomplish the objectives and to answer the research questions the optimization 

strategies should be tested on the grid. The Python programming language is selected to be 

the simulation environment. Python uses several tools and modules to implement the 

objectives of the study. Pandapower (a Python-based open-source tool) is a first tool which 

is used to simulate the electric grid [15]. Pandapower presents a range of possibilities to 

reflect the processes of the electric power flow in the grid with user-friendly interface and a 

lot of standard elements, functions, and classes. However, the functionality of the 

Pandapower does not include the simulation of time-dependent power flow, the control and 

timeseries modules are used to provide this feature by overwriting of data. The second 

Python tool is CVXPY [16]. It is used to solve the convex optimization problem which is 

formulated for individual and collective optimization – peak shaving and network congestion 

management. Finally, the visualization of the research results is realized via the module 

matplotlib.pyplot which allows creating programmatic plot solutions [17].  

 

The simulation is tested on the low voltage grid “European Low Voltage Test Feeder”. The 

grid supply is fed via external grid (11kV) and one medium to low voltage transformer 

(11/0.4 kV, 0.8 MVA) [18]. Originally, the load in the grid consists of 55 end users, each 

end user is assigned with a unique load profile during a day according to [19]. Then they are 

transformed into prosumers with artificially enriched PV generation elements, EVs and 

storages.  

 

1.5 The structure of the thesis  

 

The first chapter is an introduction to the problem of “Dispatch optimization of energy 

communities for the collective provision of network congestion management”. It overviews 

the range of problems that comes with DER penetration in the distribution grid. It also 

presents the modern concept that is used for DER scheduling – energy community. 

Furthermore, the first chapter declares the main aims of the thesis and a range of objects and 

tools applied for the optimization problem. 
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The second chapter is dedicated to the comprehensive review of the concepts employed for 

DER scheduling. The position in the modern world of power systems of energy communities 

is highlighted. Also, the definition of DER is given.  

 

In the third chapter the idea of the flexibility that is provided by DER usage is presented 

throughout the chapter. 

 

The fourth chapter includes the observation of Pandapower tool. The technical information 

about the components that are used in the network simulation is also presented in the chapter. 

 

The fifth chapter contains the concepts and implementation of individual and collective 

optimization.  

 

Finally, the last two chapters are dedicated to the results of the optimization and the thesis 

conclusion. 
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2. DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES AND A REVIEW OF CONCEPTS 

EMPLOYED FOR THEIR SCHEDULING IN POWER SYSTEMS 

 

The trend of constantly growing amount of DER contributed to undergoing changes of power 

systems. Nowadays DER are an essential part of the electrical energy systems. As a result, 

the power system cannot operate as before and the new ways of DER management and their 

integration to the main grid are needed.  

 

At the beginning of the chapter the DER definition is introduced. Then a comprehensive 

review of concepts employed for DER scheduling in power systems such as microgrids, 

energy communities, virtual power plants and aggregators is observed. 

 

2.1. Distributed energy resources (DER) 

 

Traditionally, end-users were supplied with electricity by means of centralized generation 

(CG). Centralized generation is characterized with large generating facilities and connection 

to a network via high-voltage electricity transmission lines. Units of CG are usually located 

close to resources, hence far from end-users. The usage of centralized generation was 

reasonable when the costs of fuel transportation and the costs of generating technologies 

integration among consumers were much higher than the cost of tariffs and facilities 

development. However, the situation has changed, and distributed generation (DG) started 

to evolve in the end of the previous century due to development of the DG technologies and 

regulations, subsidies in this field [1].  

 

A DER system could be considered as a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system that 

includes a number of small-scale technologies, which provide electric energy and heating 

close to the end-users [2]. A DER concept mainly consists of DG, energy storages, EVs and 

dispatchable loads (thermostatically controllable loads, smart appliances). Four main 

categories are shown in Figure 2.1. Typically, DER systems are associated with renewables; 

however, non-renewable energy resources are also used.  
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Figure 2.1. The structure of DER. Adapted from [20].  

 

Renewable technologies include small hydro turbines, geothermal power, solar thermal, 

biomass, biogas, wind energy conversion system (WECS) and photovoltaic systems (PVs). 

Non-renewable technologies are gas turbines (micro-turbines and combustion turbines) and 

reciprocating engines.  

 

Energy storage units are relatively new components in power systems; however, they have 

been substantially improved over the past years and nowadays they provide new possibilities 

for power balance management [6]. 

 

In order to interface these technologies with grid power electronics converters, induction or 

synchronous generators are used. Interfacing of renewables with AC grid is usually 

implemented by means of power electronics converters. For instance, electronic converters 

are used in small hydro turbines, biomass, WECS, PVs, fuel cells to convert the generated 

DC power to the AC. Small hydro-power plants and micro-turbines are connected through 

synchronous generator. Induction generators are used in cases of small hydro and wind 

turbines. However, both generation types required the usage of the converters [21]. 

 

2.2 Microgrids 

 

There are several definitions of a microgrid because the architecture and functions of 

microgrids vary widely [22]. For example, the following definition of a microgrid is given 
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“a microgrid is a cluster of micro-sources, storage systems and loads which presents itself to 

the grid as a single entity that can respond to central control signals” [23].  

 

Typically, a microgrid is a part of distribution network that can be autonomously controlled 

and coordinated. A microgrid consists of interconnected renewable and traditional energy 

sources and usually uses distributed storage in order to improve energy utilization (electricity 

supply and demand don’t match accurately). Also, a microgrid can provide island operation, 

it can operate without being connected to the main distribution grid [22].  

 

The most common model of a microgrid configuration that is used in electrical systems is 

shown in Figure 2.2. The microgrid includes three feeders and several elements of combined 

heat and power (CHP) sources and non-CHP sources, loads and storage devices.   Microgrids 

use CHP plants technology. So that their excess heat produced during the process of the 

electric power generation can be used in order to supply both electricity and heat needs. In 

order to reduce losses CHP plants and the loads are placed close to each other. The microgrid 

is connected to the main grid via point of common coupling (PCC) breaker at medium 

voltage [24].  

 

A central controller (CC) enables the centralized operation, coordinates the work of 

microsource controllers (MC) and determines the operation modes of the microgrid. MCs 

establish control of the particular source. Communication network provides information 

exchange between central and microsource controllers [24]. 
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Figure 2.2. A microgrid configuration. Adapted from [24]. 

 

2.2.1 Different types of a microgrid and its ownership 

 

Microgrids can be divided according to the voltage level and can be low and medium voltage 

[1]. Microgrids can be further subdivided into classes by the amount of electricity exchange. 

The first one is a single microgrid [25]. Any electrical network that includes a producer and 

a consumer (and can operate independently) can be considered as a microgrid, for instance, 

a residential house (a small microgrid) or a group of residential houses connected to the 

external grid through a transformer (with the possibility to disconnect from the grid) [1].  

 

Figure 2.3.  Renewable-energy-based microgrid with the PV generation. 
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The second type of a microgrid is a community microgrid. A community microgrid is 

defined as a microgrid in which residential household customers (prosumers and consumers) 

exchange electricity with each other. A community microgrid can operate in disconnected 

mode, if it is required. 

 

Figure 2.4. A community microgrid. 

 

The third type consists of multiple interconnected community microgrids and is called a 

microgrid cluster. A microgrid cluster enables internal transactions inside the community 

microgrid and external transactions among different microgrids.  

 

Figure 2.5. A microgrid cluster. 
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There are three different models of ownership of microgrids: distribution system operator 

(DSO) monopoly, prosumer consortium and free market. The DSO monopoly microgrid is 

run by the DSO. It brings both operational costs and benefits for DSO. It always takes place 

in non-liberalized markets without open competition in electricity distribution and selling. 

In the prosumer consortium microgrid there are one or multiple consumers who own the 

DER, in this way customers benefit from lower electricity bills. On the other hand, the free 

market microgrid is run by different stakeholders (e.g. retailers, energy service providers). 

This ownership model means that there should be a central controller to operate the 

performance of the microgrid and divide the possible benefits among the stakeholders [22].  

 

2.3 Energy communities  

 

An energy community can be formed by a group of prosumers who show the willingness to 

form a legal structure in order to gain from collective operation by sharing the extra 

flexibility within the community or by exchange with the system operator or the markets 

(different markets are discussed in chapter 3). Generally, in energy communities every 

prosumer is responsible for the optimization of the assets individually, but the optimum is 

achieved by the collective coordination of the prosumers [13].  

Energy communities can be formed by people who live in the same area or it can be formed 

by people who live far from each other but have the same interests.  Consequently, there are 

two types of the energy communities: a distributed energy community and a local energy 

community. Moreover, a local energy community may be divided into energy communities 

within housing companies and energy community crossing property boundaries. Different 

kinds of energy communities are listed in the chapter 2.3.2 [26]. 

 

There are two approaches in energy communities: the bottom-up approach and the top-down 

approach. In bottom-up approach the citizens are owners of the generation units and 

participate actively in the energy community management while in the top-down approach 

the customers are merely involved in the administration process, by having shares in the 

energy community projects that are running by other stakeholders, for example, by energy 

utilities local energy markets.  Both approaches provide opportunities to gain from energy 
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community, hence it become more and more popular to be its part and to be actively involved 

in the process of renewable energy production [27]. 

 

2.3.1 Types of energy communities  

 

Energy community within a housing company 

A local energy community within a housing company means that consumption and DER are 

located within the property boundaries. It can be formed by those who live and operate within 

the same property and have the same interests in energy choices, for example, by the 

stakeholders of a housing company [26].  

 

The example of a local energy community within a housing company is presented in Figure 

2.6. Residents of the apartment house own the PV system on the building rooftop and share 

generated energy among themselves. The apartments are equipped with the smart meters and 

there is a housing company’s electricity meter of common needs. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Energy community within a housing company. Adapted from [26]. 
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The current approach says that members of energy community within a housing company 

still have their rights and obligations of individual customers in electricity retail market. That 

is why they pay electricity bills and taxes even if they consume self-generated electricity 

from PV system generation output. There is a need to change the approach of DSO charges 

and taxes and to let stakeholders of a housing company have economic benefits from self-

generated electricity.  

 

Energy community crossing property boundaries 

 

There are many cases when the best possible location of DER are somewhere near but not 

within the boundaries of real estate. In these cases the neighbors may co-invest in small-

scale generation, build a mutual network and benefit from their cooperation.  

  

However, current legislation requires a special license in order to build electricity network 

and transmit electrical energy crossing property boundaries. This limitation is introduced 

because the distribution sector is a monopoly; it is inefficient to build additional parallel 

lines to transmit electrical energy. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Energy community crossing property boundaries. Adapted from [26]. 
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Distributed energy communities 

 

Distributed energy communities enable an effective way for sharing energy resources under 

current legislation.  Energy can be transfered through the network to the members of the 

energy community from the distibuted generation units. A distributed energy community 

uses an existing transmission and distribution network for electrical energy transmission.  

 

 

Figure 2.8. Distributed energy communities. Adapted from [26]. 

 

2.3.2 Examples of energy communities 

 

Energy community projects have been implemented throughout the world. Energy 

community gain popularity and have a lot of cost-effective examples in European countries. 

For instance, the pioneers are United Kingdom, Denmark, and Germany.  

 

United Kingdom  

 

Baywind Energy Co-operative is the fist example of the local cooperative based on the wind 

energy in the UK. It was established in 1996 in Cumbria. Today it is successful energy 

community project with more than 1200 members. Moreover, Energy4All was set up in 2002 
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to develop local cooperatives. Now it uses the energy of wind, solar, biomass and 

hydropower [28].   

 

Denmark 

 

The Middelgrunden Wind Turbine Cooperative is a successful large-scale energy 

community in Denmark. The project has been started in 2000 near the port of Copenhagen. 

The wind farm has 20 turbines with the 2 MW capacity each. It is shared equally between 

local utility of the city and the partnership of citizens. Firstly, only the local citizens were 

able to be a part of the partnership. Now everyone can be its member and to have different 

share [29].  

 

The Hvide Sande is another wind farm and example of energy community in Denmark. In 

2010 in a small Danish fishing village three offshore wind turbines was set up under the 

leadership of local community foundation, presented by local unions, industries and utilities. 

80% of the wind farm is owned by the local community foundation and 20% is owned by 

the partnership of citizens [27]. 

 

Germany 

 

In Germany there are a lot of successful projects of energy communities with wind turbines, 

but there are also projects based on solar energy. Increasing number of solar panels and the 

popularity among individuals has led to the price reduction in recent years, hence, the 

economic attractiveness has risen. In 2014, 50% of renewable energy production was owned 

by communities, making Germany one of Europe's leading countries in the energy 

community [27]. 

 

The Druiberg wind farm in Dardesheim is one of Germany's most successful energy 

communities. Since the early 1990s, 31 wind turbines with a capacity of 66 MW have been 
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installed in the rural area. The turbines were bought by the stakeholders; energy community 

project was also financed by commercial loans. Almost every resident in Dardesheim is 

involved in this project as the ownership is possible only for local citizens. It helps to 

improve local economy and develop energy community independence and autonomy [27]. 

 

A successful solar power energy community has been implemented in Freiburg. In Freiburg 

it is popular to install solar panels on rooftops of public buildings [27]. 

 

2.4 Virtual power plants  

 

A virtual power plant (VPP) can be considered as a cluster of DER, that is formed in a 

controllable unit and may act as an individual player in the power market and electrical 

systems regulation [30]. Also, a VPP can be regarded as a part of Internet of Energy (IoE). 

It uses existing electrical network and software innovations to adjust demand and supply 

services for end-users and is both beneficial for customers and system operator [31]. 

 

Nowadays three kinds of VPPs are presented based on different control type. The first type 

is centralized controlled VPP. In this type there is only one VPP that is in charge of control 

of all the DER. The second one is distributed controlled VPP where the operation of plants 

is organized on two levels, VPPs of high-level control coordinates the work of local VPPs, 

which are responsible for organization process of limited number of DER. Finally, a fully 

distributed controlled VPP where DER acts as independent manager that change the 

generation and consumption pattern [32].  

 

2.5 Aggregators 

 

An aggregator is a market participant. The main goal of an aggregator is to combine 

generation, consumption and storage units of several customers into a large entity in order 

to provide the technical implementation for the trading of these resources in electricity 

marketplaces. The aggregators also enable a small customer, such as singular units and 

households, to participate in the electricity market. An aggregator also provides 
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opportunities for demand side management and acts as a flexible service provider to reduce 

consumption during peak hours at high prices and on the other hand to increase consumption 

during off-peak at low prices. Figure 2.9 illustrates a typical operating model of an 

aggregator [26]. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. A typical operating model of an aggregator. Adapted from [26]. 

 

An independent aggregator is an entity that is neither the customer's electricity supplier nor 

a balance responsible party. Such an aggregator doesn't need a contract with the 

aforementioned third parties when operating in the market. The entry of an independent 

aggregator into the electricity market increases customer’s choice through new technologies 

and increases the amount of new ways of earning in the electricity market. There are a lot of 

open questions connected with independent aggregators and their impact on the other actors 

[26]. 

 

Balance responsibility is the key principle in the electricity market – each balance 

responsible party should keep the power balance between electricity supply and consumption 

during every imbalance settlement period. In case of imbalance, there is a need for 

increasing/decreasing of production/consumption. The actions of an independent aggregator 
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during the imbalance settlement period may have an impact on the balance responsible party 

liabilities and costs; therefore, the consequences should be considered [26]. 

 

The constant development of the electricity market, smart systems and the introduction 

renewables with their intermittent nature require more flexibility for electrical systems. The 

development of aggregator services is the way to improve market flexibility; it also allows 

more adaptable interconnection between market participants. Aggregators make the process 

of the participation of small customers easier. Also, market participants, such as electricity 

supplier or balance responsible party, may become an aggregator service and with the 

aggregator service development the new market players may emerge [33]. 

 

2.6 Chapter summary  

 

The second chapter includes the overview of main concepts for DER scheduling: microgrids, 

energy communities, VPPs, and aggregators. These concepts create possibilities for more 

efficient operation of power systems with DER as the properly organized management 

contributes to maximizing its values and benefits (elimination of fossil-fuel-based electricity 

production, reduction of power losses and lower demand for centralized capacity). 

 

An energy community is observed among different concepts. It is supposed to be one of the 

most used concepts for DER scheduling in near future in Europe. As an energy community 

has several advantages over other concepts and market mechanisms. The first one is the 

ability to form a community not only by prosumers in the same area but also by the 

geographically scattered prosumers. Another positive side is energy communities show the 

real willingness of the prosumers to participate in the collective way of operation. 

Additionally, the benefits can be equally shared among the community participants [13]. 
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3. FLEXIBIBLITY 

 

DER are expected to be the main suppliers of flexibility services [13]. Moreover, the 

community-based cooperation of DER enables additional flexibility in order to utilize it 

among community participants or sell it to the system operator or electricity markets. 

  

At the beginning of the chapter the definitions of flexibility and flexibility services are given. 

Then the overview of the electricity markets and different approaches to energy management 

systems is presented. Also, examples of flexible services such as congestion management 

and peak shaving are presented. 

 

3.1 The definition of flexibility and flexibility services 

 

The ability to change a generation or consumption pattern according to a given management 

signal is called flexibility [34]. And the definition of flexibility service can be specified as a 

power setting in the certain period of time from the particular place within the grid.  

 

Flexibility can be provided by both production and consumption sides [9][35]. Traditionally 

flexible generation units are hydro, gas, combined cycle power plant (CCGT) and CHP 

plants. They are needed in the power system operation to secure a balance between supply 

and demand, as well as to cover additional needs in power and ramping capacity caused by 

intermittent renewable generation. Industrial and commercial consumers can also be 

providers of electric flexibility. For example, demand response (DR) is the part of demand 

side management (DSM), it stimulates customers to adjust their consumption patterns 

according to the different types of incentives: money, quality of electrical energy, green 

values and reliability point [36]. In this way DR contributes to peak shaving (shifting energy 

consumption to the off-peak hours). DR stimulates the usage of renewable energy resources 

in a more efficient way and at a lower price because it reduces the costs associated with plans 

operated with partial capacity or frequent cycles [37]. 
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As it was said in the beginning, lack and excesses of electrical energy can be regulated on 

the community based level either by being shared within the community members or can be 

exchanged with the system operator or the markets via ancillary services, system balancing, 

network congestion, wholesale, capacity and spot. 

 

3.2 Trading with system operator and within electricity markets 

 

A community-based structure allows to have revenue from the provided services for the 

system operator and utilize or consume electrical energy via different types of the electricity 

markets that are described next.  

 

All the market services are mainly aimed to ensure the power balance between generator 

units and end-users. They are different in control strategies and operation before real time 

(real delivery of the electric energy). The further classification of the markets is based on the 

study in  [9]; it assumes the markets of Europe and the USA.  

 

3.2.1 Ancillary service markets 

 

In ancillary service markets adjustments (automated responses) to power transactions are 

made just before real-time (less than 30 s or less than 15 minutes depending on the trading 

mechanism before real time). As a rule, ancillary services consist of voltage and frequency 

control.  

 

3.2.2 Markets for balancing services 

 

Balancing service markets are comparable to ancillary ones, but they are planned before real-

time (from about 15 minutes to 2 hours before real time).  
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3.2.3 Markets for network congestion management 

 

Congestion takes place when the planned energy flows are bigger than the available net 

capacity. Congestion management for the distribution grid can be defined as a coordination 

strategy that reflects the operational constraints in terms of the market [38]. The time period 

is the same as for balancing services.  

 

3.2.4 Spot markets 

 

Spot markets use intraday and day ahead (24-48 hours before real time) to utilize electric 

energy. 

 

3.3. Different approaches for energy management system 

 

The problem of optimal management of the DER in different context has been the focus of 

several studies. Nowadays there are three main approaches applied for energy management 

system (EMS). They are centralized, decentralized, and distributed approaches. These 

approaches are based on different control communication levels (a stakeholder and a central 

agent in centralized approach, for decentralized a feedback controller and a stakeholder and 

a central operator in case of distributed) and imply usage of multi-agent systems, 

optimization algorithms and heuristic methods. 

 

Figure 3.1. Different control communication levels (a stakeholder and a central agent in 

centralized approach, for decentralized a feedback controller and a stakeholder and a 

central operator in case of distributed). Adapted from [39]. 
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3.3.1 Centralized EMS 

 

As a rule a key figure in Centralized EMS is central agent which is responsible for the 

collecting of the up-to-date data from the different stakeholders of the community-based 

concept in order to conduct optimization and further selection of the input variables. Inputs 

of the centralized EMS vary on the basis of the community participants. They can be: 

• Forecasted power output of the generators 

• Forecasted load 

• State of charge (SOC) of the storage element 

• Operational constraints of the generators and storage elements 

• Reliability limits of the community 

• Expected price of the main grid energy 

 

The architecture of the Centralized EMS can be seen in the Figure 3.2; it reflects the case of 

microgrid concept.  

 

Figure 3.2. The architecture of the Centralized EMS for the microgrid. Adapted from [40]. 
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When all the inputs are collected, the centralized EMS is ready to perform an optimization. 

The optimization is multi-stage and done in order to achieve an optimal dispatch according 

to cost function in a certain time frame. The result parameters of such an optimization are 

the control system reference values, for instance, power of the output or bus voltage for each 

dispatchable resource.  

 

3.3.2 Decentralized EMS 

 

The main issue of the decentralized EMS approach is independent control of the stakeholder 

based on the locally existing data. Generally, a feedback controller provides an opportunity 

for an optimization program in decentralized energy management. A feedback controller is 

installed by a stakeholder and provides optimal electricity performance. Some controllers 

can exchange information with controllers in their neighborhood in order to gain mutual 

profit from the achieved optimum [39].   

 

3.3.3 Distributed EMS 

 

A distributed or multi-agent EMS is another type of approach that is used in energy 

management. In distributed EMS the stakeholders of the community are divided into groups, 

these groups are served by agents that act as a representative of group interests. Group agents 

take active part in market activity via selling or buying electrical energy; they also send 

information to the central operator. Central operator in turn is in charge of final regulation 

of the community market: meeting electricity supply and demand and increasing the value 

of community benefits while providing the optimal operation plan for the community [41].  

 

3.3.4 Comparison among the approaches 

 

Each approach has its positive and negative aspects that should be mentioned. In centralized 

EMS the strong points are the opportunity to control the whole community and the ability to 

implement different optimization techniques while the weak points are reduced flexibility as 

the centralized approach sometimes require the usage of the additional generation units and 
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a long processing time of the optimization due to big amount of data. In comparison with 

the centralized approach the decentralized one provide opportunities for almost independent 

operation of generators within a community and for rapid response of optimization process 

due to small amount of data. However, the decentralized EMS is not able to consider the 

work of neighboring controllers in communities where the mutual efforts are required in 

terms of reliable and self-sufficient work. These conditions are successfully applied in a 

distributed approach.  

 

3.4. Flexibility services 

 

3.4.1 Congestion management 

 

Congestion takes place when the scheduled energy flows are bigger than the available net 

capability. Also, there are certain limitations and the list of parameters that should be 

controlled in that point such as voltage, current, active, and reactive power. The operational 

limits of distributed energy network: 

 

• Voltage limits (the requirement for voltage quality); 

• Thermal limits for transformers and cables operations; 

• Specifications of protection equipment; 

 

Typically, congestion management is associated with two strategies. The first strategy uses 

reactive power and voltage control to increase the transfer capacity. The second one 

coordinates the carrying capacity by means of postponing of electrical energy demand or 

generation. The management is held locally or according to the location of the congested 

grid [42].  

 

3.4.2 Peak-shaving 

 

Peak-shaving is a part of demand side management (DSM). The main target of the DSM is 

to smooth load shape of the distribution system and to transfer load demand of peak hours 

to the off-peak time in order to maintain the integrity and stability of the electricity system. 
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Demand side management implies the usage of technologies of power saving, incentives, 

tariffs, and government regulations; it requires the conscientious relationship between the 

DSO or another regulation party and customers. There are six possible peak-shaving 

strategies: peak clipping, strategic conservation, valley filling, strategic load growth, load 

shifting and flexible load shape [43].  

 

Figure 3.3. Different strategies for peak-shaving. Adapted from [15]. 

 

3.5 Chapter summary 

 

In this chapter, DER were considered within the frame of flexibility as they are main 

suppliers of flexibility resources. Moreover, prosumers who join their efforts and act as a 

part of the community-based structure are able to gain from additional flexibility, which is 

shared among the community participants, utilized in different markets or generated back 

into the main grid. Also, the peak shaving and network congestion management are 

presented as a flexibility services, they are going to be used in the next step in the simulation 

part and reflect the minimization of individual prosumer imported energy and the collective 

decision making to reduce the imported energy from the higher voltage level grid, 

respectively.  
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4. PANDAPOWER. PANDAPOWER NETWORKS AND DATA SELECTION 

 

This chapter is a starting point of the performance of the simulation. It includes the 

Pandapower tool description and main elements, functions presentation. Also, the chapter 

contains the simulation grid data characteristics in detail. 

 

4.1 Pandapower tool 

 

Pandapower is a Python-based open source tool [15]. Based on two instruments: pandas and 

PYPOWER (pandas is a library that is responsible for data processing [44] and PYPOWER 

is a solver for power flow [45]) Pandapower provides opportunities for power system 

analysis and optimization calculations for balanced power systems. Pandapower enables 

following functions: power flow calculations, power flow optimization, network status 

assessment, and short circuit design according to IEC 60909. The Pandapower network 

model is based on electrical elements such as generators, transformers, power lines, buses, 

loads, and storages. All the parameters of the electrical elements must be set manually, 

however, the Pandapower standard type library contains standard parameters of the lines and 

transformers (also for three winding transformers). 

 

Pandapower is based on a table data structure - each type of electrical element is represented 

by a table containing all user-defined input parameters for a particular element and the 

resulting table containing specific results table that is used by the flow distribution functions 

or the optimum flow distribution to store the results. The table structure data is based on 

pandas which is a library that is responsible for data processing [44]. It allows storing 

variables of any type of data, hence, the electrical parameters can be stored together with 

state parameters and metadata such as names or descriptions, for example, net includes 

dictionaries that contain standard type data and network parameters, such as frequency, 

network name or power rating in the system. Tables can be easily expanded and customized 

by adding new columns without affecting the functionality of Pandapower. All built-in 

pandas methods can be used to effectively read, write, and analyze network data and results 

[15]. 
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Figure 4.1. Pandapower table data structure. Adapted from [15]. 

 

4.2 Pandapower standard electric elements 

 

4.2.1 Transformer 

 

In Pandapower a transformer element is implemented with the help of standard function; a 

transformer can be assigned from the standard library (in this case the function is 

pandapower.create_transformer()) or the parameters are defined by a user (the function 

pandapower.create_transformer_from_parameters()). An example of two functions is given 

below: 
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T0 = pandapower.create_transformer( 

    grid, 

    hv_bus=HVbus, lv_bus=LVbus, name="transformer", std_type="25 MVA 110/10k

V") 

 

T1 = pandapower.create_transformer_from_parameters( 

    grid, 

    hv_bus=HVbus, vn_hv_kv=20.0, 

    lv_bus=LVbus, vn_lv_kv=0.4, 

    vk_percent=6.0, vkr_percent=1.425, 

    i0_percent=0.3375, 

    pfe_kw=1.35, 

    sn_mva=0.4, 

    name="T1" 

) 

 

The required parameters for execution of power flow calculation are the bus indexes on both 

high-voltage and low-voltage side on which the transformer will be connected to (hv_bus, 

lv_bus), rated apparent power (sn_mva), rated voltages on high and low-voltage sides of the 

transformer (vn_hv_kv, vn_lv_kv), relative and real short circuit voltages (vk_percent, 

vkr_percent), iron and open loop losses (pfe_kw, i0_percent).  

 

Figure 4.2 presents two possible transformer equivalent circuits where Z is impedance and 

Y is conductance. 

 

a) b)  

Figure 4.2. The transformer equivalent circuit: a) The “t” variant; b) The “π” variant. 

Adapted from [15]. 
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4.2.2 Power line 

 

As well as the transformer element, the power line is defined by means of a standard function 

using a library of standard function types (pandapower.create_line()) or by means of manual 

parameter assignment (pandapower.create_line_from_parameters()). An example of two 

functions is presented below: 

 

L0 = pandapower.create_line( 

    grid, from_bus=LineBus, to_bus=HVbus, 

    length_km=10, std_type="NA2XS2Y 1x120 RM/25 12/20 kV", name="line0") 

 

L1 = pandapower.create_line_from_parameters( 

    grid, from_bus=LineBus, to_bus=HVbus, 

    r_ohm_per_km=0.642, x_ohm_per_km=0.083, 

    c_nf_per_km=210, 

    max_i_ka=0.142, 

    length_km=10, 

    name="line1" 

) 

 

Indexes (IDs) of the bus on two sides which the power line will be connected with (from_bus, 

to_bus), the power line length (length_km), resistance, reactance, zero sequence capacitance 

and dielectric conductance of the line (r_ohm_per_km, x_ohm_per_km, c_nf_per_km, 

g_us_per_km), maximum thermal current are parameters necessary for execution of power 

flow calculations.Figure 4.3 presents the line equivalent circuit where Z is impedance and Y 

is conductance. 

 

Figure 4.3. The power line π-equivalent circuit. Adapted from [15]. 
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4.2.3 Load 

 

Load is created with the standard function (pandapower.create_load).  

 

L1 = pandapower.create_load(grid, bus=LV1bus, 

 p_mw=0.1, q_mvar=0.04, name="L1") 

 

One should consider the following rules while load setting and a regular consumer 

simulation: the active power must be always kept positive whereas reactive power must be 

negative for the inductive load and positive for the capacitance one.  The parameters that are 

needed for power flow calculation: the bus ID to which the load is connected (bus), active 

and reactive power of the load (p_mw, q_mvar), percentage of active and reactive power that 

will be associated to constant impedance and current load at rated voltage (const_i_percent, 

const_z_percent). 

 

During the power flow implementation, an element of the load is presented as a bus with 

active and reactive power. The electric model of the load is shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4. The electric model of the load. Adapted from [46]. 
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4.2.4 PV generation 

 

The declaration of the static generator function (pandapower.create_sgen) with PV 

argument is necessary to initialize a PV system. The parameters that are obligatory for power 

flow are the bus ID to which the PV system is connected (bus), active and reactive power of 

the PV system (p_mw, q_mvar), scaling factor for powers (scaling). During power flow the 

electric model of the PV system is presented as an active and reactive power. 

 

sgen_index = pandapower.create_sgen(net, bus=row.bus,  

p_mw=0, sn_mva=0, type='PV') 

 

4.2.5 Storage 

 

The standard function (pandapower.create_storage) is used to create a storage element. The 

minimum set of function arguments for power flow is following: the bus ID to which the 

storage element is connected (bus), active and reactive power of the storage element (p_mw, 

q_mvar), scaling factor for powers (scaling). The positive sign of the storage real power 

reflects the charging process while the negative sign – discharging. During power flow the 

electric model of the storage element is presented as an active and reactive power. The 

example of the function for the storage creation is presented next.  

 

storage_index = pp.create_storage( 

        net, bus=row.bus, p_mw=0, max_e_mwh=0.007, soc_percent=10, max_p_mw=

0.0033, min_p_mw=-0.0033) 

 

4.3 Pandapower network and data selection 

 

A network that matches the requirements of voltage level, variety and comparatively high 

amount of load nodes, and further ability to transform customers into prosumers by adding 

generation unit and storage element should be selected in order to test optimization 

algorithms in Pandapower. Standardized IEEE low voltage grid “European Low Voltage 

Test Feeder” was chosen according to the objectives of the study. 
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Standardized IEEE low voltage grid “European Low Voltage Test Feeder” consists of 55 

end users. They are supplied with energy from the external grid; the utilization of electric 

energy is done via one medium to low voltage transformer (11/0.4 kV, 0.8 MVA). The layout 

of basic elements is shown in Figure 4.5. Geographical positions of the power lines and buses 

are rigidly fixed with the plotting tools.  

 

The network ieee_european_lv_asymmetric is embedded in the network library and can be 

easily imported.  The network parameters: coordinates of power lines and buses, parameters 

of power lines, transformer and external grid characteristics as well as the load profiles which 

contain the load data in every minute for all the customers are stored in excel files; they are 

in free access in [47]. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. The layout of basic elements of “European Low Voltage Test Feeder” grid. 
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4.4 PV generation, storage and EV data 

 

In order to transform the customers into prosumers and to implement the optimization the 

customer nodes should be artificially enriched with PV generation and storage elements.  

 

4.4.1 PV generation 

 

The PV generation profile is assumed according [47]; it is logical for the customer profile 

and has generation power 𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 3 𝑘𝑊.  

 

Figure 4.6. Solar PV generation 𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 3 𝑘𝑊 [48]. 

 

4.4.2 Storage element 

 

The storage parameters: rated capacity, rated power, charge and discharge efficiency are set 

according to the study in [48]; they are present in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. Parameters of the storage element. 

Electrical parameter Abbreviation Value Unit 

Rated energy capacity 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡 7.7 kWh 

Rated power 𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑡 3 kW 

Charge efficiency 𝜂𝑐ℎ 92 % 

Discharge efficiency 𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ 92 % 

 

4.4.3 EV 

 

The profiles of the EV charging data is unique for every end user. The data is taken from 

[49], it contains the real data in a 10-minute time step which is stored in csv files. The 10-

minute time step of EV charging data creates prerequisites to simulate the whole grid in this 

resolution. The values of EV charging power is scattered during a day. The example of EV 

charging profile is presented in Figure 4.7. EV charging power (bus number is 34) [49]. 

 

Figure 4.7. EV charging power (bus number is 34) [49]. 
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4.5 Chapter summary 

 

The chapter presents main features, the structure, and most important functions of 

Pandapower tool. Descriptions of the main electric elements’ declaration are also given in 

detail. The network that is used for the simulation of dispatch optimization of energy 

communities and its elements are presented in the end of the chapter. 
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5. INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE OPTIMIZATION 

 

The next step after the transformation of the consumers into prosumers by adding PV 

generation elements, EVs and storages is the optimization of the storage power in order to 

decrease the reliance of the prosumers on the grid and to give an opportunity to be less 

dependent on the grid in cases of blackouts. In [50] different approaches of the storage 

optimization such as “Target zero”, “Minimize power”, and “Minimize energy” are given; 

they include different control strategies, optimization problems and different key 

performance indicators. In this chapter two optimization approaches are analyzed and 

simulated by means of Pandapower and CVXPY (CVXPY is used for convex optimization 

problems solving) - “Target zero”, “Minimize power” [15] [16]. Firstly, they will describe 

the case of the individual minimization imported energy among prosumers. Then “Minimize 

power” approach will also correspond the collective decision making to reduce the imported 

energy from the higher voltage level grid. 

 

5.1 “Target zero” approach 

The first approach that will be analyzed is “Target zero”. The input data of the approach 

doesn’t contain the day forecast of load and PV generation profiles that is why the control 

strategy of this approach is aimed to diminish the electricity demand of the prosumer in every 

time step during a day or in other words, to expand the number of time steps during which a 

prosumer is self-sufficient in terms of electric supply. Moreover, in “Target zero” the 

charging of the battery is limited to the time of the PV generation supply.  

 

The data that is used to model the “Target zero” approach is presented in chapter 4.2 and 

4.3. The implementation of the approach is considered during the period of one day with 

time steps t = [1,2, … 144], where the difference between the time steps equals to 10 minutes. 

Firstly, target power of the storage 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑡) is calculated in (6.1) as a difference between 

the load power 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡) (plus the power of the EV charging 𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑡)) and PV generation 

𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡); it shows the desired amount of power that should be covered by the storage element. 

However, the target power may not always be achieved due to the storage constraints; (5.2) 

shows three options of storage power equality: charging, discharging or elimination 

according to rated energy 𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 and rated power 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 of the storage element. Then, (5.3) 

evaluates the stored energy as the sum of the changes of the amount of the stored energy 
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during each time step in a day with respect to the initial amount of stored energy 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 in 

the beginning of the day. Equation (5.4) assumes that the initial amount of stored energy 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 in the beginning of the day equals to half of the rated energy capacity. In (5.5) 

∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) is calculated by the multiplication of the applied power of the storage and the 

difference between the time steps taking into consideration charging 𝜂𝑐ℎ and discharging 

𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ efficiencies (5.6) [15].   

 

𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡) + 𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡) (5.1) 

 

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) = {

min(𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑡), 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑)   𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑡) > 0, 0 ≤ 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡)

max(𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑡), −𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑)  𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑡) < 0, 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) ≤ 𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 

0          𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

 

(5.2) 

 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡  + ∑ ∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟

𝑡

𝑛=1

(𝑛) 

(5.3) 

 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 =  
𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

2
 

(5.4) 

 

∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) = −𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) ∙ 𝜂 ∙ ∆𝑡 

 

(5.5) 

 

𝜂 = {

1

𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ
𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) > 0 (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔)

𝜂𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) < 0 (𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔)

 

 

(5.6) 

 

Where 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡(𝑡) is target power of the storage; 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡) is power of the load; 

𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑡) is power of the EV charging; 

𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡) is power of PV generation; 

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) is power of the storage; 

𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑, 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 are rated energy capacity and rated power of the storage; 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 is initial amount of stored energy; 

∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 is change of the amount of the stored energy during each time step; 

∆𝑡  is difference between the time steps; 

𝜂  is efficiency according to the charging or discharging state; 

𝜂𝑐ℎ, 𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ are charging and discharging efficiencies. 
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5.2 “Target zero” approach implementation in Pandapower 

 

By default, Pandapower is not designed as a time-dependent tool for simulation and there is 

no explicit way to track different values in the time domain during the power flow 

calculation. However, it can be performed through the control and timeseries modules.  

 

Figure 5.1 Control and time series loops. Adapted from [15]. 

 

The starting point is to define a control module that is presented as a controller. A controller 

can be implemented either by means of the controller which is already presented in 

Pandapower or designing of a completely new one; different types of controllers allow to 
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implement various control strategies. For example, there is a control loop inside the power 

flow calculation which updates the active power values of loads 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡) and PV generators 

𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡) or optimizes the power of the battery 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) according to the rated energy capacity 

and rated power of the storage constraints. Then the controller runs the loop: updates the 

values or tests the best possible power of the storage 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) out and finds the optimum with 

respect to storage limits. Finally, during time series calculation a control loop is iterated 

trough each time step and run the power flow again and again. Control and time series loops 

are shown in Figure 5.1. 

 

In Pandapower a controller is presented as a class. A class allows to combine data and feature 

set in one unit and present it as a new type of object to be able to use new instances of this 

type throughout the program.  

 

During “Target zero” approach implementation two different types of controllers are used. 

The first one is ConstControl, a standard Pandapower controller that is called with a class 

ConstControl declaration, it is applicable for time series simulation. ConstControl is needed 

for reading input data from a data_source and writing it back to the net. In the approach it is 

used to update the active power values of loads 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑  and PV generators 𝑃𝑃𝑉, hence the 

data_source is initialized with the forecast of load and PV generation data during a day, 

respectively.  

 

load_controller = ConstControl( 

        net, element='load', element_index=load_index, variable='p_mw', data

_source=load_profile, profile_name='mult', recycle=False 

    ) 

sgen_controller = ConstControl( 

        net, element='sgen', element_index=sgen_index, variable='p_mw', 

        data_source=pv_profile, profile_name='pv_output_power_kw', 

        recycle=False) 

 

Another controller that is used in the approach is ZeroTargetStorage. The control strategy 

for this controller is set manually according to equations (5.1) - (5.6) by initializing of a new 

subclass that will inherit variables and methods from the BasicController. 

 

class ZeroTargetStorage(basic_controller.Controller): 
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    def __init__(self, net, load_index, storage_index, generator_index, time

_step_length=600, in_service=True, recycle=False, order=0, level=0, initial_

powerflow=True, **kwargs): 

        super().__init__(net, in_service=in_service, recycle=recycle, order=

order, level=level, 

                         initial_powerflow=initial_powerflow, **kwargs) 

 

        self.load_index = load_index 

        self.storage_index = storage_index 

        self.generator_index = generator_index 

        self.time_step_length = time_step_length 

        self.soc_percent = net.storage.at[storage_index, "soc_percent"] 

        self.stored_energy_mwh = net.storage.at[storage_index, 

                                                "max_e_mwh"] * net.storage.a

t[storage_index, "soc_percent"]/100 

        self.applied = False 

        self.p_mw = net.storage.at[storage_index, "p_mw"] 

        self.last_time_step = None 

 

    def get_stored_energy(self): 

        return self.stored_energy_mwh 

 

    # convergence check 

    def is_converged(self): 

        # check whether controller already was applied 

        return self.applied 

 

    def write_to_net(self): 

        self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, "p_mw"] = self.p_mw 

        self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, 

                            "soc_percent"] = self.soc_percent 

 

    def control_step(self): 

        self.write_to_net() 

        self.applied = True 

 

    def time_step(self, time): 

        # keep track of the soc 

        if self.last_time_step is not None: 

            dt = time-self.last_time_step 

            self.stored_energy_mwh += self.p_mw * dt * self.time_step_length

/3600 

            self.stored_energy_mwh = numpy.clip(self.stored_energy_mwh, 0, s

elf.net.storage.at[storage_index, 

                                                                            

                   "max_e_mwh"]) 

            if self.stored_energy_mwh <= 0: 

                net_p_mw = self.net.sgen.at[self.generator_index, 
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                                            "p_mw"]-

self.net.load.at[self.load_index, "p_mw"] 

                if net_p_mw <= 0: 

                    self.p_mw = 0 

                else: 

                    self.p_mw = numpy.clip( 

                        net_p_mw, 0, self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index,

 "max_p_mw"]) 

            elif self.stored_energy_mwh >= self.net.storage.at[self.storage_

index, "max_e_mwh"]: 

                net_p_mw = self.net.sgen.at[self.generator_index, 

                                            "p_mw"]-

self.net.load.at[self.load_index, "p_mw"] 

                if net_p_mw >= 0: 

                    self.p_mw = 0 

                else: 

                    self.p_mw = numpy.clip( 

                        net_p_mw, self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, "m

in_p_mw"], 0) 

            else: 

                net_p_mw = self.net.sgen.at[self.generator_index, 

                                            "p_mw"]-

self.net.load.at[self.load_index, "p_mw"] 

                self.p_mw = numpy.clip( 

                    net_p_mw, self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, "min_p

_mw"], self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, "max_p_mw"]) 

 

            self.soc_percent = self.stored_energy_mwh / self.net.storage.at[ 

                self.storage_index, "max_e_mwh"] * 100 

 

        self.last_time_step = time 

 

        self.applied = False 

 

The entire code of “Target zero” implementation in Python is given in Appendix A or in 

[51]. 

 

5.3 “Minimize power” approach 

 

The second approach that will be analyzed is “Minimize power”. In comparison with “Target 

zero” approach the “Minimize power” one has the forecast of the load and PV generation 

profiles during a day; based on the information of the future level of demand and supply the 

control strategy of the approach seeks to reduce the sum of the squares of the power 
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consumption from the grid during a day.  Unlike “Target zero” approach the charging of the 

storage element can be done not only by means of PVs but also by means of the grid.  

 

The data that is used to model the “Minimize power” approach is the same as in the “Target 

zero”. The model is implemented in the period of one day with time steps t = [1,2, … 144], 

where the difference between the time steps equals to 10 minutes. The objective function of 

the approach is aimed at the minimization of the power injection from the grid side by 

planning the power of the storage element 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) during a day. It can be furthermore 

described in equation (5.7) as the elimination of the sum of the squares of the power flow in 

a prosumer node during a day in each time step t that is presented as the sum of the power 

of the load 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡), power of the EV charging 𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑡), power of PV generation 𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡) and 

power of the storage 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) with respect to the sign: plus for power consumption and minus 

for generation. Then follows a range of restrictions (5.8) – (5.15). Equation (5.8) assumes 

that the battery can either charge or discharge in a time step taking into consideration the 

efficiency (5.9). Like in “Target zero” (5.10) evaluates the stored energy as the sum of the 

changes of the amount of the stored energy during each time step in a day with respect to the 

initial amount of stored energy 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 in the beginning of the day. Equation (5.11) assumes 

that the initial amount of stored energy 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 in the beginning of the day equals to half of 

the rated energy capacity. In (5.12) ∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) is calculated by the multiplication of the applied 

power of the storage and the difference between the time steps. Then the equations (5.13) – 

(5.15) specify the rated energy capacity and rated power of the storage limits. Finally, z 

variable takes the 0 or 1 value which means the charging or discharging process (5.16) [50].  

 

𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑗 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑(𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡) + 𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡))2

144

𝑡=1

 

 

(5.7) 

 

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑐ℎ(𝑡) + 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ(𝑡) 

 

(5.8) 

 

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟
𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑐ℎ(𝑡) ∙ 𝜂𝑐ℎ + 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ(𝑡)/𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ 

 

(5.9) 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡  + ∑ ∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟

𝑡

𝑛=1

(𝑛) 

(5.10) 
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𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 =  
𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

2
 

(5.11) 

 

∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) = −𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟
𝑖 (𝑡) ∙ ∆𝑡 (5.12) 

 

(𝑧(𝑡) − 1) ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ≤ 𝑃𝑐ℎ(𝑡) ≤ 0 (5.13) 

 

0 ≤ 𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ(𝑡) ≤  𝑧(𝑡) ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 (5.14) 

 

𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) ≤ 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 (5.15) 

 

𝑧(𝑡) = {0,1} (5.16) 

 

Where 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡) is power of the storage; 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡) is power of the load; 

𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑡) is power of the EV charging; 

𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡) is power of PV generation; 

𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑, 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 are rated energy capacity and rated power of the storage; 

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 is initial amount of stored energy; 

∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑟 is change of the amount of the stored energy during each time step; 

∆𝑡  is difference between the time steps; 

𝜂  is efficiency according to the charging or discharging state; 

𝜂𝑐ℎ, 𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ are charging and discharging efficiencies; 

𝑧(𝑡) is boolean variable which implies whether there is a charging or discharging process. 

 

5.4 Implementation of the “Minimize power” in Python 

 

The formulation of the optimization problem in the form of the objective function with 

constraints has made it impossible to solve the problem only by means of Pandapower tool. 

That is why it has been decided to apply Python modeling language CVXPY which is 

designed for convex optimization problems solving (the objective function in equation (5.7) 

is a convex function)  [16].  

 

Firstly, the optimization variables are set with the argument of the time step T. 

 

 p = cvxpy.Variable(T) 

 E = cvxpy.Variable(T) 

 pChg = cvxpy.Variable(T) 

 pDischg = cvxpy.Variable(T) 
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 z = cvxpy.Variable(T, boolean=True) 

 

Then the range of constraints is defined according to the equations (5.8) – (5.16). 

 

constraints = [ 

        E >= 0.0, 

        E <= battery_energy_max, 

        p == pChg + pDischg, 

        cvxpy.diff(E.T) == -(pChg[1:]*charge_efficiency + 

                             pDischg[1:]/discharge_efficiency) * interval_le

ngth, 

        E[0] - 3.85 + (pChg[0]*charge_efficiency + 

                       pDischg[0]/discharge_efficiency) 

        * interval_length == 0.0, 

        (z - 1.0) * rated_p <= pChg, 

        pChg <= 0.0, 

        0.0 <= pDischg, 

        pDischg <= z * rated_p, 

        E[0] == E[T-1] 

    ] 

 

Objective function is formed next.  

 

# p > 0 - discharging, p < 0 - charging 

for t in range(0, T): 

    power += cvxpy.square(loadProfile[t] + 

                              evProfile[t] - pvProfile[t] - p[t]) 

 obj = cvxpy.Minimize(power) 

 

Finally, the optimization problem is formed and solved. The optimization problem is 

considered to be a mixed-integer program as the variable 𝑧(𝑡) is a boolean variable (it can 

be either 0 or 1). ECOS_BB is selected to be the solver in the given optimization problem 

as ECOS_BB is considered to be an open-source solver that is suitable for mixed integer or 

mixed boolean problems. The entire code of “Minimize power” implementation in Python 

is given in Appendix B or in [51]. 

 

    prob = cvxpy.Problem(obj, constraints) 

    prob.solve(solver=cvxpy.ECOS_BB) 

 

 

5.5 Comparison of “Target zero” and “Minimize power” 

 

In order to provide the view on different approaches and different ways of the feasibility of 

the same problem of finding the optimal storage power to reduce the reliance on the grid 
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“Target zero” and “Minimize power” approaches were analyzed. Although both approaches 

use the same input data, they have a different level of foresight and in “Target zero” the 

storage is restricted to charge only from the PV generation. In “Target zero” there is no 

information about the future load and generation level, hence, this approach tries to find the 

optimum in every time step while the “Minimize power” has a perfect level of foresight, 

therefore, it has an ability to plan the best variant of the storage power during the whole day. 

Also, the performance of “Target zero” is designed in the way of control strategy whereas 

“Minimize power” forms the optimization problem. The control strategy of “Target zero” 

and optimization problem of “Minimize power” approach are shown in Figure 5.2.  

 

a) b)  

Figure 5.2. a) The control strategy of “Target zero”; b) Optimization problem of 

“Minimize power” approach. Adapted from [50].  

 

From the results that are shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 and also from the results of 

sources [48], it can be concluded that in both approaches the peak power values of the 

consumption are almost covered and in this way, the idea of peak shaving is supported in 

both approaches. However, “Minimize power” satisfies the requirement of the power flow 

in the prosumer node elimination in a more accurate manner; this derives from the fact that 

“Minimize power” considers the framework over the whole day while another approach is 

“blind” for the results of next time steps (the conclusions are made under conditions of the 

perfect forecast in “Minimize power”). As a result, “Minimize power” approach is selected 

for further implementation of individual and collective optimization. 
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Figure 5.3. “Target zero” approach. The power flow in the prosumer node of one prosumer 

(bus number = 34). The blue line represents the load profile of the prosumer in kW, the red 

line is for generated power of PV element in kW, the green line – charging and discharging 

of the storage element in kW  with the positive sign for charging and negative for 

discharging. The light green line reflects the state of charge (SOC) of the storage in [%] (the 

label of y axis is in the right). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4. “Minimize power” approach. The power flow in the prosumer node of one 

prosumer (bus number = 34). The blue line represents the load profile of the prosumer in 

kW, the red line is for generated power of PV element in kW, the green line – charging and 

discharging of the storage element in kW  with the positive sign for charging and negative 

for discharging. The light green line reflects the energy capacity of the storage in kWh (the 

label of y axis is in the right). 
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5.6 Collective optimization 

 

Although in an energy community every prosumer is responsible for individual optimization, 

a better result is achieved by collective decision making. In this case, each prosumer 

expresses the willingness to be involved and becomes a part of collective optimization. 

In (5.17) the modified objective function for collective optimization is presented. The 

individual optimization is summed over the prosumers.  

 

𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑗 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑(𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑(𝑡) + 𝑃𝐸𝑉(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑃𝑉(𝑡) − 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑟(𝑡))2

144

𝑡=1
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𝑝𝑟=1

 

 

 

(5.17) 

 

In the optimization program the declaration of the number of prosumers is needed. The 

optimization variables are now set with the arguments of the time step T and the number of 

prosumers N. 

 

N = 55 

p = cvxpy.Variable((N, T)) 

E = cvxpy.Variable((N, T)) 

pChg = cvxpy.Variable((N, T)) 

pDischg = cvxpy.Variable((N, T)) 

z = cvxpy.Variable((N, T), boolean=True) 

 

Furthermore, the objective function is now formed with the respect to the sum of individual 

optimization over prosumers.  

 

for t in range(0, T - 1): 

    power_tmp = 0 

    for n in range(0, N): 

        power_tmp += ( 

            loadProfiles[n][t] - pvProfiles[n][t] - p[n][t] 

        ) 

    power += cvxpy.square(power_tmp) 

 

obj = cvxpy.Minimize(power) 

prob = cvxpy.Problem(obj, constraints) 

 

The entire code of “collective energy implementation in Python is given in Appendix C or 

in [51]. 
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5.7 Chapter summary 

 

The results of comparison of two approaches “Target zero” and “Minimize power” had 

highlighted that the “Minimize power” approach with the presentation of the optimization 

problem is more suitable for the seeking of the storage optimal power. Also, the collective 

optimization can be realized as a sum of individual optimization over the prosumers.  
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6. RESULTS 

 

The optimization results will be tested in three different simulation scenarios depending on 

the type of the DER implemented in the simulation. The first scenario will present the 

prosumers with EVs and storages, the second - PV generation elements and storages and the 

last one will present the prosumers with the combination of PV generation elements, EVs 

and storages. 

 

Net Load Factor (NLF) and Voltage Factor (VF) are the network performance indicators. 

NLF is the ratio of absolute values of the average value of power flow to the maximum value 

of power flow over a day; the ratio is shown in equation (6.1). In comparison to the NLF, in 

[48] the indicator is presented as a Load Factor (LF), it estimates the ratio of the average and 

maximum power consumption from the grid. However, the usage of LF is not applicable 

since LF cannot reflect the cases in which the PV generation prevail over the consumption 

and is utilized into the main grid; that is why the NLF is considered. VF is the ratio of the 

average value of voltage magnitude to the maximum value of voltage magnitude over a day; 

the ratio is shown in equation (6.2). The indicators are calculated at a customer node and at 

the low voltage side of a transformer. 

 

Net Load Factor (NLF): 

 

𝑁𝐿𝐹 =
𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

(6.1) 

 

Voltage Factor (VF): 

 

𝑉𝐹 =
𝑉𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝑉𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

(6.2) 

 

Both factors present the efficiency of usage of the distribution grid. High net load and voltage 

factors mean the optimal equipment loading and stable electric energy utilization. Also, the 

higher the NLF, the smoother the load curve behaves.    

 

Each scenario will be conducted in the following metrics. Firstly, the penetration of DER 

among consumers will be gradually increased, it will be done with a time step of 10% where 

the starting point is the simulation of network with all consumers having normal load profiles 
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and the last step is the simulation with all consumers transformed into prosumers with DER. 

Secondly, for each time step the number of customers willing to cooperate and take part in 

collective optimization will be reflected. For each time step the number of prosumers with 

DER will be split into two groups: the first group will correspond the prosumers willing to 

cooperate - to have collective optimization while the second group of prosumers will have 

individual optimization. The cooperation share step is 25% where the starting point is 0% - 

prosumers do not want to cooperate and the final step is 100% - all prosumers are the part 

of collective optimization. 

 

NLF and VF data are stored in the tables; it can be found in Appendix D.  

 

 

6.1 EV-storage simulation scenario 

 

In case of EV-storage scenario the starting value of the NLF in the consumer node is 

NLF=0,0293. The line of the trend goes up to the maximum value NLF=0,0452. In majority 

of the times inside the step with the same amount of DER, the rise of the prosumers with 

collective optimization means the rise of the NLF.  

 

In the transformer node the NLF rises gradually. Like in the consumer node inside the step 

with the same amount of DER the rise of the prosumers with collective optimization means 

the rise of the NLF. The range of NLF in the transformer node is [0,4711; 0,7117]. 

 

In both nodes the VF trends to the value of 1. Again, the higher the cooperation level the 

higher is the values of the indicator. However, the changes of the VF in the nodes is rather 

insignificant especially in the transformer node. 
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Figure 6.1. NLF, consumer node 

 
Figure 6.2. NLF, transformer node 
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Figure 6.3. VF, consumer node 

 
Figure 6.4. VF, transformer node 
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6.2 PV-storage simulation scenario 

 

In case of PV-storage scenario the starting value of the NLF in the consumer node is the 

same as in the previous simulation scenario NLF=0,0293. Unlike in EV-storage scenario the 

line of the trend diminishes rapidly to the value of NLF=0,0261 (the case of 0% cooperation 

level). However, the pattern of grow of NLF inside the step with the same amount of DER 

remains unchanged in most cases. 

 

In the transformer node the NLF slightly decreases first and then go up to the value of 

NLF=0,7762. There is no significant difference in the cooperation level here.  

 

The situation with the result plots of PV-storage scenario is like in the EV-storage. In both 

nodes the VF trends to the value of 1. Again, the higher the cooperation level the higher is 

the values of the indicator. However, the changes of the VF in the nodes is rather 

insignificant especially in the transformer node. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.5. NLF, consumer node 
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Figure 6.6. NLF, transformer node 

 
Figure 6.7. VF, consumer node 
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Figure 6.8. VF, transformer node 

 

6.3 EV-PV-storage simulation scenario 

 

EV-PV-storage simulation scenario presents almost the same results and trends as the PV-

storage scenario. Though the minimum value of NLF =0,0323 in the consumer node. And 

the range of the NLF in the transformer node is in [0,3178; 0,6416].  

 

The situation with the result plots of EV-PV-storage scenario is like in the two previous 

simulation scenarios. Again, in both nodes the VF trends to the value of 1 (except two points 

of two points – 70% and 100% of DER penetration level in the consumer node and 10% in 

the transformer node). The higher the cooperation level the higher is the values of the 

indicator. However, the changes of the VF in the nodes is rather insignificant especially in 

the transformer node. 
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Figure 6.9. NLF, consumer node 

 
Figure 6.10. NLF, transformer node 
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Figure 6.11. VF, consumer node 

 
Figure 6.12. VF, transformer node 
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6.4 Chapter summary 

 

Table 6.1. Results of different simulation scenarios  

Simulation scenario: EV-storage PV-storage EV-PV-storage 

LF Customer node [0,0293; 0,0452] [0,0246; 0,0532] [0,0244; 0,0507] 

Transformer node [0,4711; 0,7117] [0,3213; 0,7762] [0,3178; 0,6416] 

VF Customer node [0,9960; 0,9966] [0,9759; 0,9980] [0,9996; 0,9977] 

Transformer node [0,9999; 1,0000] [0,9999; 1,0000] [0,9999; 1,0000] 

 

 

In simulation scenarios of PV-storage and EV-PV-storage the NLF in the consumer and 

transformer node diminishes in respect to the 0% DER penetration level. This is explained 

by the fact that the bigger amount of PV generation elements contributes to the higher values 

of the generated power, hence, the maximum value of the power that is utilized back through 

a consumer node is growing; it leads to the lower values of the NLF in the consumer node. 

Though the 100% DER penetration level changes the situation and shows the increasing 

values of the indicator. However, according to the rising trend (after a small drop) of the 

value of NLF in the transformer node in these scenarios, one can say that the excess of the 

generated power of the PV generation elements is consumed among the energy community 

participants. Unlike the simulation scenarios with EV-storage, the NLF growing patterns are 

almost the same with different ranges of values. In most cases inside the step with the same 

amount of DER the rise of the prosumers with collective optimization means the rise of the 

NLF. 

 

In all the scenarios the VF values form the gradually increasing curve which trends to reach 

the peak value of 1,0. The highest point in every scenario in both nodes is reached with the 

maximum level of DER penetration with the maximum level of the collective optimization. 

This point is characterized by the perfect match of the supply and demand and the power 

quality data satisfaction.   
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

In the presented master’s thesis work, the simulation of dispatch optimization of energy 

communities for the collective provision of network congestion management was conducted 

and its effects on the grid were analyzed in comparison with the individual prosumer peak-

shaving. The case of network congestion management was reflected by collective 

optimization of the imported energy from the higher voltage level grid while the peak-

shaving case is presented by the individual optimization of the prosumer imported energy.  

 

The simulation of dispatch optimization was carried out in the frame of the energy 

community. This concept of DER scheduling was highlighted among others as one of the 

most potentially effective and modern ways of energy utilization and distributed energy 

resources scheduling. Another thing to mention about energy communities is that they 

provide the opportunity for equal sharing of flexibility among the energy community 

participants, extra flexibility can be also exchanged with energy service providers or be 

utilized in the electricity markets. Additionally, despite the fact that the participants of the 

energy communities are interested in the individual optimization of their assets they can also 

belong to the collective optimization of the imported energy. The last point is crucial for the 

implementation of the simulation of dispatch optimization. 

 

Most of the simulation part of the dispatch optimization was accomplished in the 

Pandapower environment. Thus, two approaches of “Target zero” and “Minimize power” 

for individual optimization were implemented with the usage of different Pandapower 

modules. The comparison of these two approaches resulted in the preferable employment of 

“Minimize power” approach, though, the employment of this approach required the accurate 

power consumption and the power generation forecast during a day. The approach of 

“Minimize power” was later applied for collective optimization. 

 

The main outcome of the presented master’s thesis work is the simulation program which 

allows evaluating of the difference between the individual and collective optimization of the 

imported energy. The program presents a unique way of simulation of the two kinds of 

optimization in the grid in Python. One can investigate the program and implement the 

different parts of it as the program is in free access in [51].  
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As the indicators of the efficiency of energy utilization Net Load Factor (NLF) and Voltage 

Factor (VF) in different nodes of the grid were chosen. The graphs were plotted as the 

dependency of the indicators to the penetration level of the DER and the willingness of the 

prosumers to take part in the cooperative optimization. From the results of the graphs it can 

be concluded that in the majority of cases of NLF and VF indicators in the consumer and 

transformer nodes the collective optimization shows the higher values of indicators, hence, 

the better results of grid effective energy utilization. Even Though, the amount of source 

data was not very sizeable in the comparison with the real distribution grid the difference 

between optimizations (between peak-shaving and network congestion management) takes 

place, and, in this way, the main objective of the thesis is obtained. Another trend that can 

be stressed is the optimization on the higher voltage level grid presents more noticeable 

results of optimization in comparison with the consumer node (the range of values is bigger). 

It may be an outcome of prosumers exchange of the flexibility inside the community. Despite 

the fact that the values of VF increase, show the comparatively high indicators, and follow 

the trend of improvement of energy utilization with the growing number of “cooperative” 

prosumers the change of values is insignificant. This fact can be the object of study of future 

work. 

 

 

Future research 

 

The research will include the consideration of the optimization of the period of weeks in 

order to get more broaden the image of the process of energy optimization. Additionally, 

future research may include the larger number of source number and its variety.  
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Appendix A 

 

“Target zero” approach 

 

import pandas as pd 

import pandapower as pp 

import pandapower.timeseries.data_sources.frame_data as fd 

from pandapower.control import ConstControl 

from pandapower.networks import ieee_european_lv_asymmetric 

from pandapower.timeseries.run_time_series import run_timeseries 

from pandapower.timeseries import OutputWriter 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import pandapower.control.basic_controller as basic_controller 

import numpy 

 

# initialize a network 

 

net = ieee_european_lv_asymmetric('on_peak_566') 

 

# turn off asymmetric loads 

 

for index, _ in net.asymmetric_load.iterrows(): 

    net.asymmetric_load.in_service.at[index] = False 

 

# power flow run 

 

pp.runpp(net) 

 

# load consumer bus indices 

 

consumer_bus_indices = pd.read_csv('buses.csv', sep=";") 

 

# function of kW to MW convertation 

 

def convertkWToMW(x): 

    return x * 0.001 

 

# initialize a subclass for storage controller 

 

class ZeroTargetStorage(basic_controller.Controller): 

 

    def __init__(self, net, load_index, storage_index, generator_index, time

_step_length=600, in_service=True, recycle=False, order=0, level=0, initial_

powerflow=True, **kwargs): 
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        super().__init__(net, in_service=in_service, recycle=recycle, order=

order, level=level, 

                         initial_powerflow=initial_powerflow, **kwargs) 

 

        self.load_index = load_index 

        self.storage_index = storage_index 

        self.generator_index = generator_index 

        self.time_step_length = time_step_length 

        self.soc_percent = net.storage.at[storage_index, "soc_percent"] 

        self.stored_energy_mwh = net.storage.at[storage_index, 

                                                "max_e_mwh"] * net.storage.a

t[storage_index, "soc_percent"]/100 

        self.applied = False 

        self.p_mw = net.storage.at[storage_index, "p_mw"] 

        self.last_time_step = None 

 

    def get_stored_energy(self): 

        return self.stored_energy_mwh 

 

    # convergence check 

    def is_converged(self): 

        # check whether controller already was applied 

        return self.applied 

 

    def write_to_net(self): 

        self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, "p_mw"] = self.p_mw 

        self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, 

                            "soc_percent"] = self.soc_percent 

 

    def control_step(self): 

        self.write_to_net() 

        self.applied = True 

 

    def time_step(self, time): 

        # keep track of the soc 

        if self.last_time_step is not None: 

            dt = time-self.last_time_step 

            self.stored_energy_mwh += self.p_mw * dt * self.time_step_length

/3600 

            self.stored_energy_mwh = numpy.clip(self.stored_energy_mwh, 0, s

elf.net.storage.at[storage_index, 

                                                                            

                   "max_e_mwh"]) 

            if self.stored_energy_mwh <= 0: 

                net_p_mw = self.net.sgen.at[self.generator_index, 

                                            "p_mw"]-

self.net.load.at[self.load_index, "p_mw"] 

                if net_p_mw <= 0: 
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                    self.p_mw = 0 

                else: 

                    self.p_mw = numpy.clip( 

                        net_p_mw, 0, self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index,

 "max_p_mw"]) 

            elif self.stored_energy_mwh >= self.net.storage.at[self.storage_

index, "max_e_mwh"]: 

                net_p_mw = self.net.sgen.at[self.generator_index, 

                                            "p_mw"]-

self.net.load.at[self.load_index, "p_mw"] 

                if net_p_mw >= 0: 

                    self.p_mw = 0 

                else: 

                    self.p_mw = numpy.clip( 

                        net_p_mw, self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, "m

in_p_mw"], 0) 

            else: 

                net_p_mw = self.net.sgen.at[self.generator_index, 

                                            "p_mw"]-

self.net.load.at[self.load_index, "p_mw"] 

                self.p_mw = numpy.clip( 

                    net_p_mw, self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, "min_p

_mw"], self.net.storage.at[self.storage_index, "max_p_mw"]) 

 

            self.soc_percent = self.stored_energy_mwh / self.net.storage.at[ 

                self.storage_index, "max_e_mwh"] * 100 

 

        self.last_time_step = time 

 

        self.applied = False 

 

for _, row in consumer_bus_indices.iterrows(): 

    # initialize loads 

 

    load_index = pp.create_load(net, bus=row.bus, p_mw=0) 

 

    load_profile_raw = pd.read_csv( 

        "European_LV_Test_Feeder_v2/European_LV_CSV/Load Profiles/"+row.load

_profile_filename, sep=",", decimal=".") 

 

    load_profile_raw['mult'] = load_profile_raw['mult'].apply( 

        convertkWToMW).iloc[::10].reset_index(drop=True) 

 

    load_profile = fd.DFData(pd.DataFrame(load_profile_raw)) 

 

    load_controller = ConstControl( 
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        net, element='load', element_index=load_index, variable='p_mw', data

_source=load_profile, profile_name='mult', recycle=False 

    ) 

 

    # initialize PV generation 

 

    sgen_index = pp.create_sgen(net, bus=row.bus, p_mw=0, sn_mva=0, type='PV

') 

 

    pv_profile_raw = pd.read_csv("PVProfile1440.csv", sep=";", decimal=".") 

 

    pv_profile_raw['pv_output_power_kw'] = pv_profile_raw['pv_output_power_k

w'].apply( 

        convertkWToMW).iloc[::10].reset_index(drop=True) 

 

    pv_profile = fd.DFData(pd.DataFrame(pv_profile_raw)) 

 

    sgen_controller = ConstControl( 

        net, element='sgen', element_index=sgen_index, variable='p_mw', 

        data_source=pv_profile, profile_name='pv_output_power_kw', 

        recycle=False) 

 

    # initialize storage elements 

 

    storage_index = pp.create_storage( 

        net, bus=row.bus, p_mw=0, max_e_mwh=0.0077, soc_percent=50, sn_mva=0

.003, max_p_mw=0.003, min_p_mw=-0.003) 

 

    storage_controller = ZeroTargetStorage( 

        net, load_index=load_index, storage_index=storage_index, generator_i

ndex=sgen_index) 

 

time_steps = range(0, 144) 

 

ow = OutputWriter(net, output_path="./result", 

                  output_file_type=".csv") 

 

ow.log_variable("storage", "soc_percent", index=[0]) 

ow.log_variable("load", "p_mw", index=[0]) 

ow.log_variable("sgen", "p_mw", index=[0]) 

ow.log_variable("storage", "p_mw", index=[0]) 

 

run_timeseries(net, time_steps, continue_on_divergence=True) 
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Appendix B 

 

“Minimize power” approach 

 

# import gurobipy 

from multiprocessing import Pool 

import cvxpy 

import numpy as np 

import pandas as pd 

import sys 

import os 

 

def perform_computation(load_profile_filename, pv_profile_filename, destinat

ion_dir, output_filename): 

    os.makedirs(destination_dir, exist_ok=True) 

 

    interval_length = 0.25  # hours 

    battery_energy_max = 7.7  # kWh 

    rated_p = 3.0  # kW 

 

    charge_efficiency = 0.92 

    discharge_efficiency = 0.92 

 

    T = 144 

 

    power = 0 

 

    load_profile_raw = pd.read_csv( 

        load_profile_filename, sep=",", decimal=".") 

    pv_profile_raw = pd.read_csv(pv_profile_filename, sep=";", decimal=".") 

 

    loadProfile = load_profile_raw["mult"].iloc[::10].reset_index(drop=True) 

    pvProfile = pv_profile_raw["pv_output_power_kw"].iloc[::10].reset_index( 

        drop=True) 

 

    p = cvxpy.Variable(T) 

    E = cvxpy.Variable(T) 

    pChg = cvxpy.Variable(T) 

    pDischg = cvxpy.Variable(T) 

    z = cvxpy.Variable(T, boolean=True) 

 

    constraints = [ 

        E >= 0.0, 

        E <= battery_energy_max, 

        p == pChg + pDischg, 
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        cvxpy.diff(E.T) == -(pChg[1:]*charge_efficiency + 

                             pDischg[1:]/discharge_efficiency) * interval_le

ngth, 

        E[0] - 3.85 + (pChg[0]*charge_efficiency + 

                       pDischg[0]/discharge_efficiency) 

        * interval_length == 0.0, 

        (z - 1.0) * rated_p <= pChg, 

        pChg <= 0.0, 

        0.0 <= pDischg, 

        pDischg <= z * rated_p, 

        E[0] == E[T-1] 

    ] 

 

    # p > 0 - discharging, p < 0 - charging 

    for t in range(0, T): 

        power += cvxpy.square(loadProfile[t] - pvProfile[t] - p[t]) 

 

    obj = cvxpy.Minimize(power) 

    prob = cvxpy.Problem(obj, constraints) 

 

    prob.solve(solver=cvxpy.ECOS_BB) 

 

    df = pd.DataFrame() 

 

    df["load_kW"] = loadProfile 

    df["generation_kW"] = pvProfile 

    lst = [] 

 

    for t in range(0, T): 

        lst.append((loadProfile[t] - pvProfile[t] - p[t].value)) 

 

    try: 

        df["power_kW"] = p[:].value.round(3) 

    except Exception: 

        print("failed to write power_kW", file=sys.stderr) 

 

    df["flow_kW"] = pd.DataFrame(lst).round(3) 

 

    try: 

        df["energy_kWh"] = E[:].value.round(3) 

    except Exception: 

        print("failed to write energy_kWh", file=sys.stderr) 

 

    df.to_csv(destination_dir + "/" + output_filename) 

 

def worker(x): 

    print("Computing Storage_profile_{}.csv...".format(x)) 
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    perform_computation("European_LV_Test_Feeder_v2/European_LV_CSV/Load Pro

files/Load_profile_{}.csv".format(x), 

                        "PVProfile1440.csv", "result/storage_profiles_PV_Bat

t", "Storage_profile_{}.csv".format(x)) 

 

isMultiprocessingComputation = True 

 

if __name__ == "__main__": 

    if isMultiprocessingComputation: 

        p = Pool() 

        p.map(worker, range(1, 56)) 

        p.close() 

    else: 

        for i in range(1, 56): 

            worker(i) 
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Appendix C 

 

Collective optimization 

 

import cvxpy 

import numpy 

import pandas 

import os 

 

T = 144 

 

power = 0 

 

N = 55 

 

interval_length = 0.25  # hours 

battery_energy_max = 7.7  # kWh 

rated_p = 3.0  # kW 

 

charge_efficiency = 0.92 

discharge_efficiency = 0.92 

 

p = cvxpy.Variable((N, T)) 

E = cvxpy.Variable((N, T)) 

pChg = cvxpy.Variable((N, T)) 

pDischg = cvxpy.Variable((N, T)) 

z = cvxpy.Variable((N, T), boolean=True) 

 

constraints = [ 

    E >= 0, 

    E <= battery_energy_max, 

    pChg <= 0.0, 

    0.0 <= pDischg, 

] 

 

result_dfs = [] 

loadProfiles = [] 

pvProfiles = [] 

 

for n in range(0, N): 

    print("Initializing node #{}".format(n + 1)) 

 

    current_df = pandas.DataFrame() 

    result_dfs.append(current_df) 

 

    constraints += [ 

        p[n] == pChg[n] + pDischg[n], 
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        (z[n] - 1.0) * rated_p <= pChg[n], 

        pDischg[n] <= z[n] * rated_p, 

        E[n][0] - 3.85 + (pChg[n][0] * charge_efficiency + pDischg[n] 

                          [0] * discharge_efficiency) * interval_length == 0

, 

        E[n][T-1] - 3.85 + (pChg[n][T-1] * charge_efficiency + pDischg[n] 

                            [T-

1] * discharge_efficiency) * interval_length == 0, 

        E[n][0] == E[n][T-1] 

    ] 

 

    load_profile_raw = pandas.read_csv( 

        "European_LV_Test_Feeder_v2/European_LV_CSV/Load Profiles/Load_profi

le_{}.csv".format(n + 1), sep=",", decimal=".") 

    loadProfile = load_profile_raw["mult"].iloc[::10].reset_index(drop=True) 

 

    loadProfiles.append(loadProfile) 

 

    pv_profile_raw = pandas.read_csv("PVProfile1440.csv", sep=";", decimal="

.") 

    pvProfile = pv_profile_raw["pv_output_power_kw"].iloc[::10].reset_index( 

        drop=True) 

 

    pvProfiles.append(pvProfile) 

 

    current_df["load_kW"] = loadProfile 

    current_df["generation_kW"] = pvProfile 

 

    for t in range(0, T - 1): 

        constraints += [ 

            E[n][t+1] == E[n][t] - (pChg[n][t] * charge_efficiency + 

                                    pDischg[n][t] * discharge_efficiency) * 

interval_length 

        ] 

 

for t in range(0, T - 1): 

    power_tmp = 0 

    for n in range(0, N): 

        power_tmp += ( 

            loadProfile[t] - pvProfile[t] - p[n][t] 

        ) 

    power += cvxpy.square(power_tmp) 

 

obj = cvxpy.Minimize(power) 

prob = cvxpy.Problem(obj, constraints) 

 

prob.solve(solver=cvxpy.ECOS_BB, verbose=True) 
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os.makedirs("result/storage_profiles_full", exist_ok=True) 

 

for n in range(0, N): 

    current_df = result_dfs[n] 

 

    current_df["power_kW"] = p[n][:].value.round(3) 

 

    flow = [] 

 

    for t in range(0, T): 

        lp = loadProfiles[n][t] 

        pv = pvProfiles[n][t] 

        pp = p[n][t].value 

        flow.append(lp - pv - pp) 

 

    current_df["flow_kW"] = pandas.DataFrame(flow).round(3) 

 

    current_df["energy_kWh"] = E[n][:].value.round(3) 

 

    current_df.to_csv( 

        "result/storage_profiles_full_PV_Batt/Storage_profile_{}.csv".format

(n + 1)) 

 

# load_profile_raw = pandas.read_csv("PVProfile1440.csv", sep=";", decimal="

.") 

# print(load_profile_raw["pv_output_power_kw"].tolist()) 
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Appendix D 

 

EV-storage scenario 

 

DER 

install., 

[%] 

Cooperat., 

[%] 

NLF, 

consumer  

node 

VF, 

consumer 

node 

NLF, 

transform. 

node 

VF, 

transform. 

node 

0 0 0 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

1 0 25 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

2 0 50 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

3 0 75 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

4 0 100 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

5 10 0 0,029878 0,996053 0,514081 0,999927 

6 10 25 0,029878 0,996053 0,514081 0,999927 

7 10 50 0,030085 0,996081 0,517379 0,999929 

8 10 75 0,030176 0,996089 0,517629 0,999929 

9 10 100 0,030388 0,996092 0,517506 0,999929 

10 20 0 0,030344 0,996115 0,517358 0,999934 

11 20 25 0,030551 0,996142 0,520648 0,999936 

12 20 50 0,030854 0,996154 0,520775 0,999936 

13 20 75 0,031107 0,996151 0,521431 0,999937 

14 20 100 0,031505 0,996192 0,524469 0,99994 

15 30 0 0,030363 0,996181 0,519571 0,999939 

16 30 25 0,030829 0,996222 0,522947 0,999942 

17 30 50 0,031126 0,996217 0,523675 0,999942 

18 30 75 0,031479 0,996256 0,526723 0,999946 

19 30 100 0,031549 0,996255 0,526715 0,999946 

20 40 0 0,030386 0,996267 0,570566 0,999947 

21 40 25 0,030897 0,996306 0,574702 0,999949 

22 40 50 0,031547 0,996344 0,579165 0,999953 

23 40 75 0,031572 0,996341 0,579129 0,999953 

24 40 100 0,031712 0,996344 0,579802 0,999953 

25 50 0 0,030406 0,996338 0,608116 0,999953 

26 50 25 0,030978 0,996373 0,613411 0,999955 

27 50 50 0,031523 0,996412 0,618378 0,999959 

28 50 75 0,031738 0,996417 0,619092 0,999959 

29 50 100 0,031942 0,996425 0,618138 0,99996 

30 60 0 0,030432 0,99644 0,618021 0,999961 

31 60 25 0,031195 0,996476 0,626599 0,999964 

32 60 50 0,031618 0,996514 0,630747 0,999968 

33 60 75 0,031823 0,99653 0,632426 0,999969 

34 60 100 0,032431 0,99653 0,631431 0,999969 

35 70 0 0,030864 0,996474 0,628944 0,999969 

36 70 25 0,031801 0,996552 0,642043 0,999975 

37 70 50 0,032127 0,996546 0,642216 0,999975 

38 70 75 0,032458 0,99656 0,643861 0,999977 

39 70 100 0,033089 0,996571 0,641223 0,999977 
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40 80 0 0,031579 0,996438 0,640149 0,999974 

41 80 25 0,032739 0,996401 0,653528 0,99998 

42 80 50 0,032904 0,996515 0,654153 0,99998 

43 80 75 0,033578 0,996515 0,654013 0,999982 

44 80 100 0,033878 0,996526 0,652398 0,999982 

45 90 0 0,0363 0,99644 0,711703 0,999978 

46 90 25 0,037566 0,996514 0,681364 0,999985 

47 90 50 0,037879 0,996529 0,67456 0,999986 

48 90 75 0,03858 0,996535 0,672015 0,999987 

49 90 100 0,035112 0,996552 0,652929 0,999991 

50 100 0 0,043128 0,996453 0,678995 0,999986 

51 100 25 0,044609 0,996508 0,651713 0,999992 

52 100 50 0,045165 0,996531 0,645841 0,999994 

53 100 75 0,041803 0,996541 0,642778 0,999994 

54 100 100 0,035888 0,996561 0,62251 0,999999 

 

PV-storage scenario 

 

DER 

install., 

[%] 

Cooperat., 

[%] 

NLF, 

consumer 

node 

VF, 

consumer 

node 

NLF, 

transform. 

node 

VF, 

transform. 

node 

0 0 0 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

1 0 25 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

2 0 50 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

3 0 75 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

4 0 100 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

5 10 0 0,028614 0,996016 0,458744 0,999922 

6 10 25 0,028614 0,996016 0,458744 0,999922 

7 10 50 0,028868 0,996003 0,458751 0,999922 

8 10 75 0,029083 0,996007 0,458975 0,999922 

9 10 100 0,029774 0,996022 0,458347 0,999922 

10 20 0 0,026863 0,9964 0,3966 0,999929 

11 20 25 0,027116 0,996411 0,39661 0,999929 

12 20 50 0,028023 0,996373 0,396219 0,999929 

13 20 75 0,029025 0,996366 0,397703 0,999929 

14 20 100 0,030293 0,996456 0,401885 0,999933 

15 30 0 0,026736 0,996632 0,338939 0,999935 

16 30 25 0,027701 0,996612 0,338572 0,999935 

17 30 50 0,028899 0,996596 0,340245 0,999935 

18 30 75 0,030172 0,996679 0,343709 0,999939 

19 30 100 0,030995 0,996676 0,344876 0,999939 

20 40 0 0,02655 0,996925 0,32172 0,99994 

21 40 25 0,02771 0,996898 0,321252 0,99994 

22 40 50 0,02998 0,996974 0,322945 0,999944 

23 40 75 0,030808 0,996961 0,325861 0,999944 

24 40 100 0,032054 0,996963 0,32974 0,999943 

25 50 0 0,026171 0,997043 0,325698 0,999944 
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26 50 25 0,027473 0,997019 0,325124 0,999944 

27 50 50 0,029985 0,99707 0,322986 0,999947 

28 50 75 0,031469 0,997036 0,325838 0,999946 

29 50 100 0,033092 0,99713 0,326014 0,999947 

30 60 0 0,02526 0,997123 0,353537 0,999952 

31 60 25 0,027423 0,997083 0,347241 0,999952 

32 60 50 0,029518 0,997159 0,342016 0,999955 

33 60 75 0,031808 0,997175 0,336234 0,999955 

34 60 100 0,034171 0,997305 0,338283 0,999957 

35 70 0 0,024677 0,997369 0,433323 0,99996 

36 70 25 0,027443 0,997399 0,43381 0,999962 

37 70 50 0,029616 0,997316 0,425018 0,999963 

38 70 75 0,031526 0,997415 0,417485 0,999963 

39 70 100 0,034997 0,997399 0,424243 0,999965 

40 80 0 0,026183 0,997668 0,499705 0,999965 

41 80 25 0,029613 0,997716 0,519782 0,999968 

42 80 50 0,031687 0,997676 0,507644 0,999967 

43 80 75 0,035094 0,997845 0,524553 0,99997 

44 80 100 0,037072 0,997734 0,530537 0,999971 

45 90 0 0,028571 0,997798 0,576424 0,999967 

46 90 25 0,032469 0,997842 0,601189 0,99997 

47 90 50 0,036 0,997835 0,595655 0,99997 

48 90 75 0,03961 0,997797 0,604241 0,999971 

49 90 100 0,040419 0,997965 0,638401 0,999975 

50 100 0 0,041495 0,997339 0,668479 0,99997 

51 100 25 0,047955 0,997365 0,690731 0,999973 

52 100 50 0,053217 0,997393 0,689019 0,999973 

53 100 75 0,04506 0,997502 0,713913 0,999976 

54 100 100 0,0417 0,997739 0,77615 0,999982 

 

 

EV-PV-storage scenario 

 

DER 

install., 

[%] 

Cooperat., 

[%] 

NLF, 

consumer 

node 

VF, 

consumer 

node 

NLF, 

transform. 

node 

VF, 

transform. 

node 

0 0 0 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

1 0 25 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

2 0 50 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

3 0 75 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

4 0 100 0,029337 0,995971 0,471059 0,999921 

5 10 0 0,028406 0,995941 0,459174 0,999918 

6 10 25 0,028406 0,995941 0,459174 0,999918 

7 10 50 0,02868 0,995926 0,459188 0,999918 

8 10 75 0,028838 0,995942 0,460213 0,999919 

9 10 100 0,029687 0,995962 0,458741 0,999919 

10 20 0 0,026615 0,99622 0,400182 0,999923 
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11 20 25 0,026889 0,996233 0,400198 0,999923 

12 20 50 0,027896 0,996205 0,39977 0,999923 

13 20 75 0,028896 0,996267 0,40325 0,999924 

14 20 100 0,030004 0,996319 0,407196 0,999928 

15 30 0 0,026483 0,996452 0,344583 0,999928 

16 30 25 0,027433 0,996428 0,343944 0,999928 

17 30 50 0,028764 0,996489 0,347244 0,99993 

18 30 75 0,029951 0,99656 0,351232 0,999934 

19 30 100 0,030748 0,996571 0,352161 0,999934 

20 40 0 0,026288 0,996749 0,325104 0,999934 

21 40 25 0,027569 0,996734 0,323099 0,999934 

22 40 50 0,029677 0,996862 0,326269 0,999939 

23 40 75 0,030553 0,996863 0,327617 0,999939 

24 40 100 0,031828 0,99686 0,330729 0,999939 

25 50 0 0,025905 0,996867 0,324761 0,999937 

26 50 25 0,027318 0,99687 0,321746 0,999938 

27 50 50 0,02975 0,996965 0,323709 0,999942 

28 50 75 0,031261 0,996933 0,323264 0,999943 

29 50 100 0,032927 0,997012 0,32337 0,999943 

30 60 0 0,024986 0,996949 0,338174 0,999945 

31 60 25 0,027267 0,996989 0,331716 0,999947 

32 60 50 0,029252 0,997063 0,324061 0,999951 

33 60 75 0,031655 0,997066 0,317812 0,999951 

34 60 100 0,034023 0,997149 0,319444 0,999953 

35 70 0 0,02436 0,996845 0,400132 0,999949 

36 70 25 0,027209 0,996934 0,405425 0,999953 

37 70 50 0,029341 0,996871 0,39498 0,999955 

38 70 75 0,031339 0,996941 0,386744 0,999955 

39 70 100 0,034839 0,997045 0,382131 0,999958 

40 80 0 0,025195 0,996901 0,402698 0,99995 

41 80 25 0,028584 0,997014 0,415313 0,999955 

42 80 50 0,030735 0,996978 0,411409 0,999955 

43 80 75 0,034232 0,997099 0,420648 0,999958 

44 80 100 0,036478 0,997189 0,432613 0,999961 

45 90 0 0,027201 0,997015 0,440531 0,999951 

46 90 25 0,031136 0,997132 0,464187 0,999956 

47 90 50 0,034768 0,997131 0,46592 0,999957 

48 90 75 0,038422 0,997135 0,473465 0,999958 

49 90 100 0,039797 0,997456 0,517357 0,999965 

50 100 0 0,03882 0,996315 0,512365 0,999951 

51 100 25 0,045313 0,996411 0,539159 0,999956 

52 100 50 0,050679 0,996432 0,54382 0,999957 

53 100 75 0,043297 0,996635 0,570808 0,999961 

54 100 100 0,040845 0,997717 0,641613 0,999971 

 


